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Music at Grove Road

Introduction

This document outlines Grove Road’s approach to teaching Music, ensuring the
coverage of the programmes of study as outlined in the National Curriculum, through
the use of our chosen scheme of ‘Music Express’.

Music is a universal language that embodies one of the highest forms of creativity. A
high quality music education should engage and inspire pupils to develop a love of
music and their talent as musicians, and so increase their self-confidence, creativity
and sense of achievement. As pupils progress, they should develop a critical
engagement with music, allowing them to compose, and to listen with discrimination
to the best in the musical canon. (NC Music Programmes of Study)

Intent Statement
Our Music Curriculum at Grove is inclusive, open to all and offers the children a
broad range of musical experiences. Through the music curriculum at Grove children
will gain an understanding and appreciation of the different elements of music,
including performance, composition, listening and appreciation across a broad range
of musical genres. This is embedded within the development of
an awareness of cultural and historical context. The curriculum
delivery ensures children will listen to and appreciate a variety
of high quality music, both recorded and live. Through the
progression of children’s skills and understanding in music,
they will gain confidence in their own creativity with the
provision of practical experiences with instruments, voices and
music technology. They will also be able to work collaboratively
with others to express their ideas. Most importantly, children at
Grove will have the opportunity to develop a lasting enjoyment
of music making and a broad skill base upon which to build
throughout their lifetimes.

Music Express Scheme
At Grove Road we follow the Music Express Curriculum for KS1 and KS2. This
allows all teachers to deliver skills based lessons regardless of their own musical
knowledge and skills. This scheme also allows for clear musical progression as the
children continue their learning journeys. Units have been selected for each Year
group based on areas of thematic learning where possible. The Music Express
Scheme covers all areas of the Music curriculum in a fun and inclusive way. Each
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lesson is presented with a lesson plan, interactive activities, songs, sound clips and
whiteboard presentations. It also provides assessment criteria for Teachers to track
the progress and skills of the children. The scheme provides a classroom-based,
participatory and progressive skills format which allows the children to develop their
own singing voices as well as creating sounds through body percussion and with the
use of instruments. The scheme repeatedly develops the skills in each musical area
and revisits these frequently through the entirety of the scheme.

Implementation
Overview of Early Years Coverage:
Music is covered as part of the Expressive Arts and Design - Being imaginative and
Expressive area of the EYFS Development Matters.

Children are encouraged to explore musicality and develop the confidence to
express themselves using music, singing and dance. Children will have the
opportunity to learn songs, explore making sounds with their bodies and their voices,
as well as making sounds with instruments.

Music in the Early Years is of great
importance to many areas of child
development. At Grove Road, children in
Nursery and Reception begin each day with
a ‘Wake and Shake’. This involves the
children and staff singing and dancing to
their favourite action songs. This helps
children to switch on their brains and get
ready for their day of learning.

The rhythm of language is promoted from
very early learning and beat as well as
singing is used to help children begin to
learn language patterns, leading onto their first phonetic experiences. This is a
critical stage of language learning and development. Musical elements are naturally
embedded throughout the day to aid and promote this area of Early Years learning.
Wake and Shake songs can also help with Physical Development. The gross motor
skills needed for moving and being intune with their bodies allows children to
develop coordination, balance and control which then leads onto the development of
their fine motor skills needed for holding a pencil and writing.

Songs are used throughout each day to help with the children’s learning. Learning
songs, such as those about about number, washing hands, friendships, help the
children to remember and recall the information needed to move their personal
learning forward. Action songs give children the all round learning cues regardless of
their individual learning styles.

The nature of Continuous Provision means that children have access to instruments
and music making tools, allowing them to compose, improvise and to practice the
key musical concepts of rhythm and beat whenever they choose.

Music Express EYFS Focus: Singing, playing, listening, responding to and making
music.
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Music Express Units and Themes:

Unit Theme

Who shall I be today? Children dress up and engage in imaginative play, acting out
their hopes and dreams.

Let’s go green Imaginative ways to reuse and recycle.

Busy City Explore and compare urban and rural environments.

Beyond the stars Discover the wider universe and hear about adventures into
outer space.

When snowflakes fall Experience the excitement of snowfall and the magic of a
frozen world.

Fabulous food Enjoy the many sensory and social pleasures of sharing food.

A tale from long ago Explore the magic of a traditional story.

Our growing world Engage with the natural world and the creativity it inspires.

Do you see dinosaurs? Ancient creatures brought to life.

A sky full of colour Experiment with colour and learn about the conditions that
produce the beautiful rainbows we see in the sky.

Amazing African
animals

Learn about the diverse continent of Africa and meet some of
its most loved inhabitants.

Under the Sea Dive into the watery world full of mysterious and exciting
marine life.
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Key Stage 1 Coverage

Overview of Key Stage 1:
National Curriculum:
Pupils should be taught to:

● use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes
● play tuned and untuned instruments musically
● listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music
● experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music.

Y1 Y2

Aut 1 Unit 3 - Pitch- Animals
(Singing)
Unit 5 - Beat - Machines
(playing Instruments)

Unit 3 - Exploring Sounds - Our Land (improvising, listening &
appraising )
Unit 4 - Beat - Our Bodies
(Singing & playing instruments)

Spr 1 Unit 4 - Exploring Sounds - Weather
(Singing, improvising, playing instruments, appraising)
Unit 6 - Pitch - Seasons
(Listening & appraising)

Unit 5 - Pitch Animals
(Playing instruments)
Unit 6 - Beat - Number
(Singing)

Sum 1 Unit 11 - Performing - Travel
(Singing, composing)
Unit 9 - Exploring Sounds - Storytime
(Playing instruments & listening)

Unit 9 - Exploring Sounds - Weather
(Composing & appraising)
Unit 12 - Performance - Travel
(Singing, playing instruments & appraising)
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Overview of Key Stage 2:

National Curriculum:
Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control. They should develop an understanding
of musical composition, organising and manipulating ideas within musical structures and reproducing sounds from aural memory.
Pupils should be taught to:

● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and expression

● improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
● use and understand staff and other musical notations
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great

composers and musicians
● develop an understanding of the history of music.

Lower Key Stage 2 Coverage:
Y3 Y4

Aut 1 Unit 3- Exploring sounds- Sounds
(Listening)
Unit 8-Composition- Communication
(Singing, Playing instruments, Composing)

Unit 5- Beat- Building
(Playing instruments, Improvising, Appraising)
Unit 6- Around the World
(Playing instruments, Composing, Appraising)

Spr 1 Unit 6- Beat- Time
(Playing instruments, Improvising, Listening, Appraising)

Unit 11- Notation- In the Past
(Singing, Playing instruments, Composing, Listening)

Spr 2 Y3/4 Production
(Singing, Performance)

Y3/4 Production
(Singing, Performance)

Sum 1 Unit 11- Structure- Ancient Worlds
(Singing, Composing)
Unit 7- Pitch- In the Past
(Playing instruments, Listening)

Wider Opps- Ukulele
(Improvising, Composing, Playing instruments) (to begin Summer
2022)
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Upper Key Stage 2 Coverage:

Y5 Y6

Aut 1 Unit 1- Performance- Our Community
(Singing, Improvising)

Unit 1- Step dance performance- World Unite (Singing, Playing
instruments, Improvising)

Aut 2 Wider Opps- Ukulele
(Improvising, Composing, Playing instruments)

Spr 1 Wider Opps- Ukulele
(Improvising, Composing, Playing instruments)

Unit 4- Mini musical performance- Roots
(Singing, Improvising)

Spr 2 Wider Opps- Ukulele
(Improvising, Composing, Playing instruments)

Sum 1 Unit 3- Structure- Life Cycles
(Improvising, Composing, Appraising)
Unit 6- Performance- Celebration
(Singing, Playing instruments, Appraising)

Unit 6- Leavers’ assembly- Moving On
(Singing, Playing instruments, Listening)

Sum 2 Y5/6 Performance
(Singing. Performing)

Y5/6 Performance
(Singing. Performing)
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British Values and PSHE Links:
Music can play a significant role in helping
children understand and embody British values,
as well as helping to develop self-esteem,
self-expression, teamwork and resilience.
Music encourages children to act democratically
and to respect individual liberty, as creating and
giving a performance can only be done through
people working together and listening to each
other’s point of view, ideas and to the music that
they create together.

Learning across the curriculum involves developing
tools to help and understanding of Mental health and
Music can help enormously with this. Music allows the
children to express their feelings- through both playing
and listening. Music is used as a calming tool for
children and we can see this impact within the
classroom through body language and their own
feelings and vocabulary. Positive mental health is of
great importance and we value all that music offers the
children in their journeys with their own personal
mental health. Classes throughout the school use
music mindfulness as a calm and focused time.

Assemblies:
Music from a variety of genres, composers and time periods is played as children
enter and leave assemblies. This creates a calm and focused environment for
important assembly discussions. Each Key Stage has a weekly ‘Singing’ assembly
where the children learn and sing a range of songs, linked to sharing the joy of all
that community participation can bring.

Enrichment:
Children develop and practise a range of musical skills both inside and outside of
daily lessons, and are given opportunities to perform both to the school and within
the wider community to showcase their learning.

Phase performances
Children from Nursery up to Year 6 are involved in school
plays and performances. Nursery and Reception do the
Christmas performances, Years 1 and 2 perform in their
class assemblies, years 3 and 4 stage a Spring production
and years 5 and 6 give Summer performances. These all
involve lots of music and give the children valuable
performance practise and confidence in their abilities.
Parents are welcomed into school to watch and the children
value the experience of performing in front of an audience.
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Music Recital and Talent Show
For children who wish to perform in school at other times, there is a yearly Music
Recital and also a Talent Show for them to take part in and perform in the supportive
environment of the school. These are inclusive and open to all children who wish to
participate regardless of their abilities in Music. There is a large uptake of children
who take part and families are welcomed in to watch.

Wider Opportunities through Hertfordshire Music Services:
Grove Road offers whole class instrumental lessons through Wider Opportunities,
provided by Hertfordshire Music Service. Children have a weekly lesson in their
group and perform in a concert for parents at the end of the programme.

Peripatetic Instrumental Lessons
Grove Road also offers 1:1 music lessons with external peripatetic teachers. We
currently offer piano, guitar and flute lessons from Y2- Y6. Our teachers teach
through the RLP which promotes a strong continuity of learning through their school
journey.

Choir
Choir is offered as a morning club to KS2 children and is inclusive and open to all.
Children learn a variety of songs which they perform to peers, in assemblies, at
Concerts and at School festivals throughout the Year.

Tring School
We have strong musical links with our local secondary school. Sixth form students
have taught KS1 classes as part of their own music development and community
service. For these they came weekly and taught the children about key musical
elements- beat, pitch, rhythm. The music department at Tring School also offer the
children at Grove Road Music workshops throughout the year to develop their
understanding of Musical Instruments and to foster a love of learning to play one.

Harvest Festival
For the Harvest Festival Years groups 1-6 walk down to our local Church in town to
join together and celebrate. The experience of walking as a group together to
congregate within the Church to Sing songs together offers the children a chance to
experience Music within a different setting. Children talk positively about this
experience. Parent volunteers also join us which extends the celebrations with our
school families.

Christmas Carol Concert
For the Christmas Carol Concert children and their families are invited to an evening
service to sing and worship together. KS1 children learn and perform carols at the
front of the church. This offers children the opportunity to perform together, learn
songs and celebrate the joy that communal singing can bring. Choir also perform
their own songs for this occasion.
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Links With The Wider Curriculum:
Where possible links are made with Year group topics and themes as we believe that
making links in learning really supports the learning journey. Links with RE are made
in relation to key festivals and celebrations
such as Harvest and Christmas. As part of
the music scheme children will study
music from different countries (Geography
link) and time periods (History link). They
also explore a range of other topic areas
through music, such as space (linked to
Gustav Holst’s The Planets), music with
links to the other arts and artists, such as
film music and music which inspired visual
art. Literacy links are developed through
lyric writing or setting, and maths links
through looking at pattern within music.
Songs help the children with their learning memory- for example learning times
tables in Maths and learning about the Continents in Geography. Children are
encouraged to make links between the music that they experience and their other
learning, and to explore these links as part of their musical development.

Vocabulary and Resources:

Vocabulary
The correct use of Music vocabulary is promoted within lessons. As a school the
Music Express scheme is used which allows music vocabulary to be correctly used
and explained. This allows teachers of all experiences to deliver rich and valuable
lessons. There is clear progression throughout the school within the music scheme
to allow children to develop and secure their understanding of key musical
terminology. See appendix for this music vocabulary used within the Music Express
scheme.

Resources
We have a range of percussion instruments that are used in class music lessons-
these include both tuned and untuned instruments. We also have two pianos which
are used for 1:1 lessons and assemblies.

Intended Impact:
During the children’s learning journey at Grove Road, our intended impact of the
Music Curriculum is to ensure that:

● Children will develop a range of tools for self expression involving musical
elements which will in term positively affect their self-confidence, achievement,
interaction with others and self-reflection.

● Pupils will discover their own levels of enjoyment and strengths within music as
well as areas they may wish to personally develop further.

● Pupils leave Grove Road with a secure understanding of the Musical elements
and correct terminology.
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● Music will also help to develop the children’s wider understanding of culture and
history, both in relation to children individually, as well as cultures from across
the world.

● Pupils should feel free to enjoy music in as many ways as they choose and are
comfortable with- as a listener, creator and performer.
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Appendix

Musical Vocabulary

Accompaniment The underlying sounds used to support a melody line

Arrangement A new version of an existing piece of music

Backing vocal An additional voice part that complements but is less important than the lead vocal (the main
voice part)

Beat/pulse Beat and pulse are used synonymously to refer to the regular heartbeat of the music – the
'steady beat'

Beatbox Using your voice, mouth, lips and tongue to produce sounds to imitate the sounds of different
instruments, such as the drum kit

Binary A two-part structure in music is described as binary form: AB. The A and B sections are
musically different from each other

Body percussion Sounds which can be made using parts of the body, eg clapping, tapping knees, etc.

Break An instrumental or percussion section or interlude in a song

Bridge A passage of music that links two sections of music together

Call and
response

A style of music in which a leader sings or plays a short melody (the call) and a chorus of
singers/players respond with an answering short melody (the response)

Canon When two or more voices or instruments play the same music, starting at different times (also
called a 'round')

Chord Two or more notes played at the same time

Chorus The part of a song which repeats between the verses

Chromatic A chromatic instrument is one which is capable of playing every note of the chromatic scale,
which is a scale of twelve notes, each a semitone apart, the smallest interval in most Western
music. The chromatic scale is: A, A# (Bb), B, C, C# (Db), D, D# (Eb), E, F, F# (Gb), G,G# (Ab)

Cluster A group of notes that are close in pitch and sounded together

Coda The end section of a piece of music

Conductor The person elected to lead a group of singers or instrumentalists

Crescendo Getting louder

Crotchet - A note that has a duration of one beat

Cumulative A musical structure in which individual parts join in one by one. It can apply both to the structure
of the music itself (as in a cumulative song such as The Twelve Days of Christmas), or to the
voices/instruments playing (as in the gradual addition of instruments playing the music of
Boléro)

Dimensions/ele
ments

The inter-related building blocks of music (formerly referred to in the English National
Curriculum as elements): duration, dynamics, pitch, structure, tempo, texture, and timbre.

Diminuendo Getting quieter
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Dot notation A simple form of Western staff notation. Dots are placed in height and distance relation to each
other to indicate pitch and duration

Drone A sound or sounds played constantly throughout all or part of a piece of music as an
accompaniment

Duet A song or piece of music for two parts of equal importance

Duration The word used in music to refer to the length of a sound or silence

Dynamics/
volume

The loudness of the music, usually described in terms of loud/quiet

Echo When a musical phrase is repeated after itself, like an echo

Expression The emotion in music

Fanfare A short piece of music usually played on brass instruments to announce a special event or
occasion

Flash mob A group of people who collect together in a public space and suddenly perform music or dance

Free/arrhythmic Music which has no discernible steady beat

Glissando A slide up or down from one musical note to another, in the manner of a rapid, sliding scale

Graphic notation A form of notation in which the composer freely invents symbols which give an impression of
sound

Graphic score A score in which musical intention is recorded by means of graphic symbols

Groove A short section of rhythmic layers, repeated over and over again

Harmony The relation of two or more notes that are played at the same time

Hocket One single melody shared between one or more voices or instruments

Improvisation A piece of music which is created spontaneously

Improvise To invent music as you go along

Interlude An instrumental or percussion section or 'break' in a song

Introduction The beginning section of a piece of music

Key The ‘key’ of a piece of music refers to the scale on which the music is based and around which
related harmonies are built. For instance a piece may be in the key of C major, meaning that its
tonic, or home note, is the note C and the notes of its scale are C D E F G A B C

Layers Individual lines of music performed together to create the texture

Lead vocal The main voice part in a song – usually sings the melody

Leap The space between two musical notes which is greater than a step (see Step movement)

Lyrics The words of a song

Major One of the most common types of eight-note musical scale. Often described as having a happy
sound (see also Minor)
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Melodic
phrase/phrase

A small unit of a melody, often corresponding to a line of a song

Melody A tune

Metre The grouping of beats into twos, threes, fours, etc, for instance in waltz music the beats are
grouped in threes, whereas in march music they are grouped in twos or fours

Mickey mousing A movie technique where music correlates with the action depicted on screen

Middle eight A type of musical bridge – it is a short eight-bar passage in the middle of a song that links two
sections

Minimalism A style of composition based on the idea of simplicity that uses repetition and short and simple
melodies

Minor One of the most common types of eight-note musical scale. Often described as having a sad
sound (see also Major)

Modulation The changing of music into a different key

Notations Ways of writing music down – examples include graphic notation and staff notation

Ostinato (plural
ostinatos/ostinat
i)

A short rhythmic or melodic pattern which is repeated over and over

Pentatonic A five-note scale, of which there are many types. One of the most common can be played using
only the black notes on a piano

Phrase See Melodic phrase

Pictorial
symbols

A simple form of notation in which a picture is used to represent a sound, eg car picture = motor
sounds

Pitch movement The steps and leaps by which a melody moves up and down in pitch

Pitch Refers to the complete range of sounds in a piece of music from the lowest to the highest

Pizzicato The technique of playing a string instrument, eg violin, by plucking the strings rather than
playing them with the bow

Playing methods Acoustic (non-electronic) sounds are made by shaking, scraping, tapping, or blowing a
soundmaker

Pulse See Beat

Quaver A note that has a duration of half a beat

Rest A silence

Rhythm pattern A short section of rhythm

Rhythm Patterns of long and short sounds played within a steady beat

Rhythmical Music which is underpinned by a steady beat

Riff A short rhythmic or melodic pattern that is repeated over and over (also called an 'ostinato')
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Rondo A structure that has a recurring theme (A) alternating with contrasting sections: A B A C A D A

Round When two or more voices or instruments play the same music, starting at different times (also
called 'canon')

Scale A group of notes notated or played in order of pitch

Scat singing A style of vocal improvisation which uses nonsense sounds (instead of words) to imitate the
sound of an instrument

Score A written representation of music designed to record a composer's intention

Sequence Musical phrases or parts played individually one after the other

Solo A piece of music for one singer or instrumentalist

Song cycle A structure of music in which a group of songs is performed in a defined sequence

Soundmaker Any sound source used as a musical instrument

Soundscape A picture in sound

Stave The set of five parallel lines on which notes are placed to denote pitch and rhythm

Step movement Notes of a melody which move stepwise up or down

Structure Most music is underpinned by a structure which may be as simple as beginning, middle and end

Symbol Any written representation of a sound

Syncopation Often used synonymously with 'off-beat'. Both refer to a rhythm that emphasises normally weak
beats

Tempo (plural
tempi)

The speed at which music is performed, usually described in terms of fast/slow

Ternary A structure of music which has three sections, in which the first is repeated: A B A

Texture Layers of sound, such as those created by a melody accompanied by a drum beat

Timbre All instruments, including voices, have a particular sound quality which is referred to as timbre,
eg squeaky

Tremolo The rapid repetition of notes, producing a quavering effect. It can either be on one note or
between two notes

Trill The rapid alternation of two adjacent notes, producing a trembling effect

Tuned
percussion

Percussion instruments which make sounds with a defined pitch, eg glockenspiel

Unison When two or more voices/instruments sing or play the same melody at the same time

Untuned
percussion

Percussion instruments which make sounds of indefinite pitch, eg hand drum

Verse The section of a song which generally ‘tells the story’

Volume See Dynamics
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Waltz A piece of dance music in 3/4-time where the first beat is emphasised
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